Abstmet4n t h e process and manufacturing industries, there has been a large push t o produce higher quality products, t o reduce product rejection rates, and t o satisfy increasingly forceful safety and environmental regulations. Hence, the increasing complexity of measurement systems inside modern industrial processes with a rising amount of actuators and sensors demands automatic fault detection algorithms which can cope with a huge amount of variables and high-frequented dynamic data. Indeed, humans are being able to clsssify sensor signals by inspecting by-passing data, but this classifications a r e very time-consuming then and also have deficiencies because of underlying vague expert knowledge consisting of lowdimensional mostly linguistic relationships. In this paper we propose a model-based fault detection algorithm which is generic in the sense, t h a t any model correctly describing a functional dependency inside a system can be enclosed easily almost without adjusting any thresholds or other essential parameters. This advanced 'residual view' fault detection includes aspects for incorporating sensor inaccuracies and model qualities as well as processing further normalized residuals for obtaining fault probabilities. Validation results with respect to d a t a coming from engine test benches are included at t h e end of t h e paper.
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Inder Terms-easurement systems, automatic fault detection, classification, model-based fault detection, sensor inaccuracies, model qualities, normalized residuals, fault probabilities I. INTRODUCTION The IFAC Technical Committee SAFEPROCESS has defined a fault formally in the following way (also referenced in [l] and [Z] ): 'Unpermitted deviation of at least one characteris tic property or variable of the system from acceptable/usual/standard behaviour.' Moreover, fault detection is formulated as: 'Determination of faults present in a system and time of detection.' While in 121 a classification-based approach by using discriminant analysis functions which apply PGA (Principal Component Analysis) and some of its variations or FDA (Fisher Discriminant Analysis) are suggested and also successfully verified on data collected through process simulation for the TEP ( [lo] the 'residual view' approach is adjusted to special systems including inspections of some variables together with particular possibly occurring faults inside a special measurement system. This means also that manual threshold tuning and very specific residual.calculations are carried out therein.
In this paper these drawbacks will be overcome and a generic approach for model-based fault detection in a multi-sensor system is demonstrated, which takes into account arbitrary many and any kind of models describing physical dependencies inside the system together with their qualities, incorporates sensor inaccuracies for automatic thresholding and calculates not only pure deviation from the model-based nominal case represented as a normalized residual but also fault probabilities based on rated historic data. Hence, it can be seen as an advanced 'residual view' fault detection approach which is feasible to be applied in various industrial processes wherever continuous data is measured and recorded. Additionally, this paper can be seen as an extension of the paper [SI with the main focus on fault detection instead of data-driven modelling, entailing a better performance for the same data set.
In Section I1 the overall goal of an automated fault detection system is formulated, followed by 'theoretical aspects of model-based fault detection together with a generic algorithm for tracing faults no matter which kind of models are used as reference situation; validation results with respect to miscellaneous kind of models a p plied to two different data sets obtained from measurement recordings at engine test benches in Section IV conclude the paper.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let be z1,z2 ,... ,z, be n independent measurement variables in an arbitrary industrial process recorded dynamically with a certain frequency (time steps), then a general static model for a specific variable z, at time instant k can be defined a s where in the case of a time-variant dynamic model a time shift of the variables has to be taken into account, too,
i.e. a dependency between xi and a subset of the other measurement variables in the system is described by a model f k at time instant k . If f k stands for an analytical formula where all the parameters are known and set a-priori then fk = fk+, for all m E N, which means that no parameters of the model and hence the model itself is never changed over time. If f k stands for a data-driven model, i.e. its parameters are estimated from simulated, historical or online data corresponding to the same p r e cess, or some parameters in an analytical formula need to be adjusted (e.g. with respect to the ranges of some variables), f k # f k + m for all m E N, whenever new recorded data points Z k f m are incorporated in the model, which is usually the case, in dynamic systems in order to be u p tudate and to obtain better approximations. Moreover, as data-driven models are applied whenever there are no well-known formal descriptions for some variables, their input structure, i.e. the subset of measurement variables, most significant for approximating a certain variable xi, is not parametrized a-priori and has therefore also be calculated from the training data. Several methods exist for performing this task [ll].
With these notations the goal of a Fault detection framework as shown in Figure 1 can be Formulated in the following way:
Goal 1: Let f l , k , ..., fm,k be various models as defined in equations (1) or (2) describing some relationships inside an industrial process at a n arbitrary point OF time k , then newly recorded points ? k +~, , . . , k + , should be classified in a way by using these models as referrence situation, such that the number of correct classifications should be as high as possible. If only two classes of fault appearances occur, i.e one class representing the fault-free case and the other r e p resenting all possible faulty cases, the correct classifications can be .split into correct detections of faults and into correct detection of no faults, both influencing the detection rate and overdetection rate as defined in Section 111-E. This splitting is done, because mostly detection and overdetection rates play different roles with different priorities (see Section IV).
Figure 1 presents a fault detection framework in an online measurement and plausibility check system; the figure should be more or less self-explaining, fault patterns have only be trained from data with known faults together with their appearance and fed into the system, if more than two fault classes should be distinguished. In the case of offline fault detection the framework would look similar, except that data-driven models would be fully trained before checking a whole data set and therefore no incorporation of checked and classified fault-Free points into model re-estimation or adaptation would take place.
In the following section key aspects for achieving this goal are demonstrated: in Section 111-B aspects for fault 
THEORETICAL ASPECTS A . Models as Reference Sztuation

tinguished:
Analytical models, Knowledge-based models, Data-driven models While analytical models have a solid theoretical basis and knowledgobased models consist mainly of linguistic expert knowledge, e.g. coded in fuzzy or other expert systems, data-driven models have the purpose to approximate unknown relationships inside a system in a way, such that convergence to the real function is guaranteed with increasing amount of data points, i.e the famous Stone-Weierstrass Theorem Basically, three different kinds of models can be dis
is fulfilled, where f is the real underlying dependency and e the approximation error calculated as L,-norm between measured and estimated output values. Moreover, the data-driven model architecture should support universal approximation, which means that every occurring function can be approximated to a given degree of accuracy, so the following property is fulfilled: As fuzzy systems fulfill this property [12] and have the additional advantage that they represent linguistically interpretable expert systems describing real-life relationships, they are widely applied for data-driven approximations in industrial systems. Opposed to that, neural networks approaches also fulfill the universal approximation property, but they lack interpretability as they are black box models. Different algorithms exist for generating and adapting data-driven fuzzy models, whose expla- 
B. Fault Condition and Residual Generation
Let (Z, y ) k a new incoming measurement point at time instance k, Yk = x ,~ be the measured output process variable and Bk-1 the estimated value due to an arbitrary model describing a relationship as stated in equation (1) or (2) and in the case of data-driven models fulfilling (3) and ( 5 ) , then the residual describing the degree of deviation can be calculated through where the bias error denotes approximation quality of the model due t o its flexibility, hence the error on the training data for data-driven models. This approach for residual calculation is more or less the same as described in [SI, but extended with the division through the bias error which can he justified in the following way: models with a high bias error are unlikely for delivering the correct estimated value, therefore a large deviation between estimated and measured output value is weighted lighter than a large deviation obtained by a more trustful model with a low bias error. For analytical and knowledgebased models 6k-l = $, if there is no refinement of some parameters in thcse models with new online data, and the bias error need to be estimated by experience or hy simulated data applied to the models. Moreover, this division in equation ( 6 ) can he seen as a normalization of residuals in order to make them comparable amongst various models, as different models include different variables with different ranges, hence a common threshold can be applied and the fault condition, i.e. the condition that there is a fa,ult in the actual kth measurement becomes > thresh denotes the estimated output value from the mth model representing a specific relationship at time instance k -1, i.e. a significant violation of one model (amongst say r models) is enough in order to clas sify the measurement as faulty. This fact is justified, as different models possess a different structure containing different inpnt/output variables and a faulty value in one variable should he always detected.
Indeed, this fault condition approach incorporates the confidence of the models but does not take into =count inaccuracies in the sensors which usually exist in measurement systems -see Figure 2 , where the dynamic data signal of a certain channel a t an engine test bench is shown: the range of inaccuracy varies from -3 to +3 and also can effect the corresponding stationary point which is evaluated by averaging over the dynamic points.
Different levels of sensor inaccuracies can appear for different variables and also in different'measurement systems, hence in order t o guarantee automatic thresholding and improve the correctness of fault detection statements obtained through Condition (7) among models, the s e called variance error for including uncertainties due t o Obviously, in the case of a high bias error the variance error can he neglected, while in the case of a low bias error the variance error gives a significant contribution to the whole model error which is essentially important to avoid the famous overfitting effect [16] . For data-driven as well as analytical and knowledgebased models the variance error can be computed by applying error backpropagation law [17] (neglecting the time component) which incorporates sensor inaccuracies of all input variables ZI, ..., Z , contained in the model fm. The drawhack of this approach lies in the indispensable a-priori knowledge about sensor inaccuracies for all variables in a system which is not always available. For data-driven models another possibility arise from applying the test error, i.e. the error of new fresh test data to a model, by following formula var-error = etest -etroining where etest denotes the error on the test data and etra;,ing the error on the training data. As a complete data set needs t o be split into a training data set and a test data set, this approach has a drawback when only few data points are available for training which it is usually the case for online identification and fault detection tasks.
With these notations and Gm,k = Ym,k f E~, where denotes the inaccuracy level of those sensor which which will probably result in too many overdetections. By applying this approach the internal flowchart of the 'Fault Detection and Classification' box stated in Figure   1 have the appearance as it is demonstrated in Figure  4 : residuals are generated from all models, collected and fed into the fault condition as defined in (14) in order to discriminate between faulty and fault-free measurements x l , ..., xn at an arbitrary point of time (thus, the time instance k is neglected in this figure) .
Additionally, the residual calculated in (14) as the left hand sides of the inequalities is transferred to a so-called error hznt fuzzy value, which normalizes the residual into the interval [0,1], as the transfer function trans f u n c fulfills the following conditions:
transfunc(thresh) = 0.5, such that a value greater than 0.5 can always be classified as a fault t r a n s f u n c ( m a x J e s ) = 1, where max-res denotes the maximal value of a residual trans f u n c is monotonic This normalization is indispensable, when taking into account that different components in a system can exist which should interact and come to a on overall plausibility check and fault detection statement in a second stage. Indeed, the fault condition defined above can he applied in a generic way in all model-based fault detection modules, but sometimes first the threshold needs to be tuned a little bit which will make the residuals incomparable amongst the modules and second other components can use non-model-based fault detection which generates no residuals hut directly fault probabilities. In these cases, a normalization of the outcome of the fault detection modules, in form of an error hint fuzzy value guarantees comparability amongst modules and therefore a valid consolidation in order to obtain overall fault detection statements.
C. Including inequalities as residual generation func-
In the previous paragraphs, only equations in the form of (1) and (2) have been considered. However, it is common that expert knowledge and physical statements are only given as inequations. This happens frequently when the system'is only known in a vague way and not very accurate models are available. The proposed failure detection scheme is.able to deal with this class of relationships and only a few arrangement need to he done. Hence, equation where < is used without loss of generality. In this case, the residuum is considered 0 if the inequation is fullfilled and only the one-tailed distribution is used in the fault condition's definition. Thus
Jbias-errork + uar-error,
D. Advanced Aspect
An important aspect was essential in order to guarantee good performance with respect to correctness of fault detection statements. it was taking care of models with a low quality, i.e. models whose approximation was weak in the sense that they could not really generate a good formula for one specific target channel. This can happen in the case of data-driven models, as for each well-measured variable an approximation is tried with a subset of the remaining variables in the system. So, if no useful dependency for a certain target channel exists inside the system, the.approximation gets unfeasible which causes a bad model quality. It finally'turned out, that models with a quality of lower than 0.6, where 1 is a perfect model and 0 an almost nonsense model, should be omitted in order to avoid unpleasant overdetection rates. In the case of data-driven models, the model quality can be calculated by famous r-squared-adjusted formula. For analytical or knowledge-based models the model quality is either fixed due to specialist's experience or can be evaluated again via r-squared-adjusted formula with a few dozen of first incoming online data points.
E. Measure Values for Verijicntion
In order to be able to verify, validate and compare the performance of model-based fault detection approach amongst various components containing models with a different origin, nature and architecture, e.g. for example comparing FD using data-driven neural network models with FD using data-driven fuzzy systems or with FD using analytical models as reference situation, we considered about measure values which should bring in an objective benchmark how the methods perform. On the basis of rated check data sets, i.e. where each row of the data set is marked as faulty or error-free, we defined detection rate by the relative frequency of detections, hence where N F D denotes the number of measurements with a correct detection and N F M denotes the number of faulty measurements in the check data set, and the overdetection rate by the relative frequency of overdetections, hence by
where N F~D denotes the number of measurements with a wrong detection and N F F M denotes the number of faulty-free measurements in the check data set. Obviously, a method F D M l with a higher detection rate and simultaneously a lower overdetection rate than another method FD.M2 is always superior to this method. But what to do in the case, if the detection rate is higher, but the overdetection rate is also higher for me method than the other? -For this case we considered an additional measure value, the so-called ezternal FD-method quality, simply ezternal quality, which combines detection rate and overdetection rate in one value and incorporates the relative frequency of faulty data in the check data set at all:
where n is the amount of rated check data records, m the amount of faulty check data records, n-m the amount of faulty-free check data records. The weights wou and Wdetr both E [0,2] with wou + Wdet = 2, reflect the impact of the correct detections, respectively overdetections onto ezternal quality measure. The weights can be adjusted in a way, that the importance of correct detections dominates the importance of overdetections or vice versa.
IV. VALIDATION RESULTS
In this section validation results for the model-based fault detection approach described in the previous c h a p ter are given. 2 different data sets are used for validation:
Real-life measured data at an engine test bench containing sensor inaccuracies as noise in the data together . Simulated data for a special diesel engine, containing no noise, together with a rated check data set containing faults with small deviations of 5% and 10% in some channels The first data base denotes exactly the same data base as it is used for performance verification in [SI in the last section. Opposed to the figure in this section, where three different methods, namely FD using correlation models, FD using neural networks and.FD using map approximation which was performed with fuzzy systems, were applied, Table I reflects better results, above all with respect to overdetection rates, due to improvements in datadriven modelling algorithms as well as thFough the fault detection method proposed in this paper: while the detection rates stayed nearly the same around 40% till-60%, the overdetection rate could be reduced from more than 10% to less than 1% which was a crucial point, as too many overdetections lead to a low operator's confidence in a fault detection system. Four different kinds of methods for data-driven modelling were applied: global correlation method (in [SI simply stated a s correlation models), local correlation method, local regression method (see 1181) and fuzzy systems estimation (similar to map approximation in [SI) based on the approach as described in (141 and [15] , each of them o h taining several models describing dependencies of some measurement variables inside the system. Finally a set of physical based analytical models (both equations and inequations) where applied using the general approach presented in the present paper. The results obtained are in the same range of those of the other methods. However it must be marked that some of the physical based analytical models do not need a previous training and can be directly applied for failure detection. In the other hand, physical attribution of channels is needed in order to apply them. Of course, the presented FD scheme allows combining all different methods improving the final performance.
Additionally, an overall fault detection result is shown, which combines the FD statements of all data-driven methods (components) and of the analytical method together to an overall statement (last row in the table), hence more or less the scheme demonstrated in Figure 4 is applied, but without using discriminant analysis func- tions, just by a,pplying the fault condition for residuals as shown in Figure 4 .
In Table I1 results with respect to the performance of detecting small errors based on simulated engine data is shown. Opposed to Table I , the results with respect to detection rates are much more weaker, which gets clear when inspecting the characteristics of the faults: in the simulated data file only artificia,lly built-in errors deviating 5% or 10% from their original values are included, while the real-recorded engine test bench data contains intense faults like drifts, outliers or sensor drop outs.
V. CONCLUSION
All in all, it can be summarized that through the fault detection approach proposed in this paper better results with respect to detection rate, overdetection, rate and external quality than in [SI while using a real-life recorded engine test bench data are achieved. Additionally, fault detection results based on analytical models, are stated here. Surprisingly, these results are not better than the best performing data-driven methods which can be ascribed to some missing channels in the analytical models, while data-driven approaches always try to build models for all channels contained in a measurement system. Moreover, the results for very small faults with deviations of around 5% or 10% for a simulated engine data are not as bad as somebody could expect. Another important observation arose when inspecting the impact of the amount of training data points on the data-driven models and thereafter on the whole fault detection prw cess: the optimal threshold depended not only on the inflexibility of the models and on the uncertainties due to noise in the data, but also on the amount of training data for generating the models, e.g. for fault detection based on fuzzy system estimation the dependency between o p timal threshold and number of training data points (in the case of the first data set) was discovered: the threshold went hand in hand with the amount of training data with a monotonic decreasing relationship. This effect can be explained by the so-called overfitting effect, when too less training data points are available for estimating too much parameters in the models. Therefore, in order to improve the automatization of model-based fault detection, an advanced thresholding strategy for data-driven models will be further considered.
